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1- Reflecting back on the SLTEP now, what 3 adjectives or words would you choose to describe 

the course? Please write them here. 

 

creative productive enjoyable 

professional, new perspective, developmental 

developmental, educational and new opportunities 

inspiring intense delightful 

enlightening , motivating, practical ideas 

well-organized, informative, fun 

thought-provoking interesting productive 

motivating, brilliant, practical 

refreshing, illuminating, fun 

effective, energizing, exciting 

improving, collaborative, innovative 

challenging refreshing motivating 

inspiring refreshing fruitful 

 

2- What aspects of the SLTEP have you found most useful? Please explain. 

 

One of the most useful part is to learn different activities to help us. Moreoever, it enables me to gain 

a different perspective about my field. As a young teacher, I have learnt a lot. 

Firstly, all of the activities that you shared with us during the course were very helpful and creative. 

They broadened my mind. It was beyond my expectations.And now I am trying to use all of them. 

Also, I believe that I have taken a good step to be a trainer. 

Presentation day. It was the first time I had presented something. I was motivated with the help of 

that presentation. I figured out the potential somewhere inside me. After this education, I made a 

presentation at Duzce University. It was marvelous. Thank you! 

I can't really think of which aspects to be the most useful because the course was designed for 

usefulness . . . The course was extremely professionally designed. I have never had such an experience 

that I had to wake up early to be on time for classes and to do the readings till late in the evenings. I 

could never think that I could learn this much within two weeks and also all of the things that were 

shared were actually applicable. I also beleieve that as we were given the chance of practising most of 

the things (i.e. observation, presentation. . .) we were able to explore our own weaknesses and 

strengths. I still can't believe that whenever I need (which seems to happen almost every week these 

days) I go back to my SLTEP notes although I have never needed my Master's notes. . . . Apparently I 

must say that, I had a very big difficulty answering the above question because this course was 

nothing like the ones I experienced earlier including the ones in the UK. I remember the first courses I 

attended in the UK, I was shocked, and this was even more shocking then them. . . How could all the 

lecturers be that awesome??? I still can't get it!!! :) Love you all, and thanks again for sharing your 

experience with us. . . (And also thank you very much for giving this opportunity to show our 

gratitude :)) (LOOKING FORWARD TO THE FOLLOWING SLTEP COURSESSS :) DESIGNED 

FOR FORMER SLTEP PARTICIPANTS ;) ) 

There were always new, creative and applicable ideas in classroom situations. Language to be used 

with the trainees; avoiding being judgmental;although everyone has different ideas about her/his 
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teaching refreshing the ideas, adding new information to yourself seems to be the most important 

benefit of the course. 

Observation Cycle Tasks were great. Deniz Hoca's role-playing part was excellent. Sharon's Video 

Observation task and the related follow-up tasks were very helpful. The extra reading tasks :) Group 

and pair work tasks. 

What I found most useful is the platform for discussion and sharing of teacher training experience. It 

was a great opportunity to meet and talk to so many people intending and/or engaged in teacher 

training. 

Effective teaching criteria, research session (the importance of observing and collecting data), 

observation session (observer-observee role plays, video recordings of a real pre / post-observation 

session, DOs and DON'Ts list for an observer, importance of observers and teachers being open 

minded, practice on writing a running commentary and giving oral feedback - language to use), the 

importance of catering different needs and backgrounds as TTs, the emphasis on realization of our 

potential and reflection, looping activities, suggested articles and literature, session about using 

technology in classrooms and preparing survey monkey, how to do effective presentations and 

preparing them with teachers from the same institution which allowed us to create together to present 

at a later time to our colleagues. 

The course provided me with new activities I could use in class, things to read, and collaborative 

study opportunity with colleagues. These things I found most useful. 

Everything, the workshops, the organization, the trainers, the trainees. 

Practical implications on classroom research, looping tasks and the opportunity to share them and the 

group presentation about a particular topic that we chose. 

The quality of the organisation and the knowledge of the tutors were the highlights of this great 

events. Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken; YOU ROCK and KNOW HOW TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE. You and 

your team have definitely introduced more than enough to take away to the benefit of their teaching. A 

round of applause to you all. 

*the relationship between theory and practice: after reading some articles and discussing the key 

points, we always focus on the practical issues. *activities: the numerous activities to integrate into 

my own classes *reflection: regarding the effective teaching criteria, we always put particular 

emphasis on self-reflection *encouraging collaboration :) *the scenarios built by Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken 

:) 

 

3- What aspects of the SLTEP have you found less useful? Please explain. 

 

Honestly, I can say that there was nothing less useful about SLTEP. 

Everything that I have learned is worth a fortune. 

I do not have anything to write under this question. 

I am so so sorry that I won't be able to give any answer to this question. . . :( I have tried so hard but 

can't think of any less useful aspects. . . Maybe if the number of participants allows, what about 

considering having different groups for university people and the school people?? 

Observation session. I can't say that part was less useful, I just can not apply it in my current position 

that's why it seemed too long for me. 

For the last task we had on Friday morning (Preparing a similar Training Schedule) more time could 

be devoted to fully benefit from the session. 

To me, there was very little of what I would call less useful since every experience is valuable. 

Last session on Friday on Course Design could not be so effective since it was the last day, it was 

after the presentations were done and the concentration level of participants was rather low. 

I don't remember anything useless. All the things I need were catered for. 

I can't think of anything NOT USEFUL 

None of them 
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Personally, I have found most of the items useful though there were times I felt I was remembering 

previously studied topics. But I always believe in the power of refreshment. 

not less useful but as a point to reconsider: the second week ,especially monday and tuesday, could be 

more intense :( 

 

4- How would you rate the following aspects of the SLTEP? Please tick the relevant box. 

4 = Excellent 3 = Good 2 = Not very good 1 = Poor NA = Not Applicable 
 

ASPECT 

 
4 3 2 1 NA 

Organizational aspects (e.g. pre-course correspondence 

and work, administrative issues during the program itself) 

11 3 0 0 0 

Course schedule (e.g. number of days, session times and 

length etc.) 

7 7 0 0 0 

Course content 

 

11 3 0 0 0 

Course methodology 

 
10 4 0 0 0 

Input sessions/workshops  
 

12 2 0 0 0 

Course tutors/trainers 

 
13 1 0 0 0 

Social program (Welcoming Reception, SLTEP Dinner, 

Certificate Ceremony, Farewell Party and Raffle) 

12 2 0 0 0 

Accommodation on campus 

 

5 4 1 0 2 

Meals on campus 

 

9 4 1 0 0 

Tea, coffee and cookies at break times 

 

13 1 0 0 0 

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SLTEP IN 

MEETING YOUR NEEDS AND EXPECTATIONS 

11 3 0 0 0 

 

 

If you would like to comment on any of the above responses/ratings, please write your comments 

here: 

 

Your cookies were really great like all of the other things. 

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS IS ABOVE EXCELLENT!!! :) 

:) 

I would further like to extend my thanks to the person who is responsible for the tea service. Thanks 

to him, now I drink green tea, with a different brewing style! 

I stayed at dormitory, but the room conditions were very poor. There was awful smoke smell in every 

part of the room. 
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5- To what extent are you able to apply what you learnt and experienced on the SLTEP in your 

teaching and/or training? Please explain and try to give specific examples. 

 

a) In my teaching   

  

I have a strong desire to prepare workshops after the SLTEP and I presented one of them last week at 

Doğuş University 

I am trying to use the materials that I have got and the activities I've experienced in SLTEP. 

Especially I used the first day activities in the beginninig of the term. Also I have been using a lot of 

games in my classes. They help me motivate my students. 

I have used the activities we experienced in SLTEP program. I can encrich my lessons with the help 

of these activities. For example, I used first day activities at the begining of the term at Duzce 

University. 

As I don't have many teaching hours this term I can't say many things here, I am afraid. However, 

something has just come to mind; I can't see any negative sides in my class any more!!! and this has 

an amazing reflection in my class!!! some things need more improvement only. . . 

The activities that we did were all applicable in the language teaching environment, more colours 

more stickers more surprises 

I am trying to apply the new ideas/activities from the activity bank that we created on the course. 

What I learnt on the course made me aware of some weaknesses I have as a teacher. I can now 

evaluate my techniques more appropriately I believe. Having this experience in your 'arsenal' makes 

you a better teacher I suppose. 

I applied some of the useful activities and methods in my lessons (A-Z activity, brain breaks, inner 

outer circle, interviewing Ss). I'm also more aware of the five key areas of effective teaching; 

moreover SLTEP raised my awareness on the importance of observing and exploring, and also self 

reflection. 

Most apparent outcome is in my classes. I have more interesting and engaging lessons. I use most of 

the activities we shared in our sessions. 

My teaching style has changed. Or, in other words, it has developed. 

I've already started to use looping tasks, ice-breakers and warm-up tasks in my classes and shared 

them with my collegaues at the beginning of the year. From the sessions of SU Instructors, I learnt a 

lot about how to create Writing Curriculum across Faculty needs, and how to use e-documentaries and 

podcasts. Also, I've been using games for Grammar in my class practices. 

I have been using the practical ideas that I gained from the seminars and sharing it with my 

colleagues. Plus all the background information I experienced throughout the course guides me before 

I make desicions on teaching. 

*After the SLTEP, I develop a deeper self-awareness. I try to reflect on my own teaching. *I'm 

making use of most of the games and activities while teaching. *I'm recording the group work of the 

students and reflect on them together in the class. *I'm looking for some pictures and some 

pyschology tests to have a deeper understanding about my students. PS: Last sunday, I bought a red 

wig :) 
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b) In my training work (if relevant) 

 

I have a strong desire to prepare workshops after the SLTEP and I presented one of them last week at 

Doğuş University. 

At Duzce University we have founded the professional development committee. And we are trying to 

organize our teachers to join the process. Also we are planning to do peer observations in our classes. 

We are working on it. 

We have organized a career development department at our university. We will start reflective 

teaching activities. We are planning to do peer observation. 

I am able to view things from many different perspectives now. I have a different relationship with my 

colleagues now. . . Observation forms will be revised because the rationale behind observation is 

actually totally different from what we experienced earlier. I gave my first presentation last week, and 

I used my notes on effective presentations . . . and I can say that it worked!!! ;) 

I am working on a methodology seminar for school teachers. I am positive and I hope I will be giving 

feedback using the strategies I have learned in SLTEP 

Right after SLTEP training sessions, as a person who started working as a Teacher Trainer in the 

Teacher Development Center (TDC) here at Bilgi, I had the chance to apply some of the ideas from 

the sessions. So far, with my Teacher Trainer colleague, we have prepared and presented three 

sessions on training new instructors. With the help of the SLTEP sessions- and the way the trainers 

presented them- I felt inspired to help my colleagues with their professional development. Also, I 

have had one-on-one feedback sessions with our new colleagues on their lesson plans and Peer 

Observation Reflections. During those meetings, I have benefitted a lot from the "Observation Cycle", 

and "The Feedback Language Sessions" of the SLTEP course. Thank you :) 

As an academic supervisor at my school, I am now able to make more relevant observation of 

teachers' lessons and make good comments that a teacher needs to know. I attend the teachers' lessons 

and use note taking techniques which we discussed on the course. 

I'm a mentor in my institution and I believe this term I am more effective on guiding my mentees, 

promoting changes, encouraging and motivating. Also monitoring my language was another important 

aspect of my professional development. 

I haven't put into fruitful use the things I learnt about teacher training stuff. Yet I am content with it. 

We are constantly sharing what we learned during SLTEP training with our colleagues here in 

Kazakhstan. They find it useful, and I believe it is. 

With the help of SLTEP training, I can carry out classroom research on a challenging point that I 

realize in my classes. I learnt how to design specific research questions, various research tools and 

carry out the study. Also, SLTEP helped me explore how to use the results of my research as practical 

implications. The second useful point from SLTEP is related to classroom observation. As soon as the 

culture of my home institution allows me, I'm planning to start peer and admin. observation for 

developmental purposes. How to keep running commentary and its format and sensitive language will 

be other contributions to my instituton. I'll try to share with my colleagues the conventions of 

observation such as pre-observation and post-observation sessions. Lastly, we created a discussion 

group with our collegaues and we've been reading and discussing the articles that I gathered from 

SLTEP. 

I continue to train myself by joining other seminars as I believe there's always more to discover. 

SLTEP has been an important step at that which highligted the fact that I need to keep training myself 

to keep up the with the thumb generation in order to address to their learning needs. 

I haven't done any observations yet but I have done 3 workshops. While preparing for those, I felt 

confident and I think I was able to apply what I learned in the SLTEP course. I regained my 

confidence in preparing presentations. I feel that I can improve myself while helping others. 

Now I can easily explain why research and development is so important. 
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6- What suggestions would you have for future SLTEP courses?  

  

Maybe for the following courses more technological sessions can be added moreoever there may be 

an evaluation process at the end of it to get the certificate. 

The length of trainer education can be longer. 

I think two-week-training is not enough. It may be longer. Because there are a lot of things to learn 

from you. 

I guess everything was great, may be more activities that can be used in secondary school. 

They are great I think. Thank you for everything. 

It would be very useful to have more practice-related activities in the course. 

The course was a great experience both for my personal and professional development. I believe it 

provides a lot of useful input to teachers and teacher trainers, so it might be held more than once a 

year to have more participants benefit from it. 

Courses are really useful and replenish our energy to teach. Could be cheaper for teachers, though. 

Invite more international participants, which makes it more interesting and challenging for the 

trainers, as well as the participants themselves. 

The duration might be extended to focus on some topics in depth such classroom research, 

observation for personal and professional development and group presentation. Also, I learned a lot 

from the presentations of SU instructors, but I couldn't attend some of them because we had to choose 

the sessions. Perhaps, it would be better to give a chance for every participant to attend all sessions by 

presenting them twice. 

Sessions could be a little bit shorter as the whole course is very challenging in terms of input. The 

ending of the course maybe be scheduled according to the Sabancı bus schedule for people who use 

the shuttle. 

It could be better if it was a longer one :( 

 

7- What advice would you like to give to future SLTEP participants? 

Advise them to read every article which are given to follow the sessions. Moreover, they should stay 

at the dormitories:) 

No advice 

No advice- It was perfect. 

You need to spare fully full two weeks for this course so that you can do all the readings as well. . . 

By doing this you would definitely get the best out of it!!! 

It was not only informative and experiential but also very FUN! 

They should be ready to keep up with the pace of the course and of course they should not miss a 

minute of it. 

They must do a great amount of pre-reading for the course. 

I would advise them to keep notes about the flow of the sessions and activities done in order to use in 

their classes, read the articles and check the web sites suggested in the sessions, and also choose and 

read at least some of the books that were recommended. 

Participate in all the activities and take notes, do the assignments. Think about the classes. 

When you come to benefit from SLTEP, do your best and take the most out of it! 

I think, at least 2 representatives from each institution should attend SLTEP to reflect on their own 

institutions on the points covered in SLTEP and how to transfer new ideas and practical suggestions to 

their settings. 

Go for it. Do not think twice. Two thumbs up. 

*please focus on small details and missing points, because "there is the beauty in the things he didn't 

do" *and try to think of the bigger picture: ask: so what? *enjoy it :) 
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8- Any other comments? 

 

All the organisations that you arranged within those two weeks made eveybody come together, think 

together, and feel together. The group dynamic that you created was worth experiencing as a 

participant.  

Thank you very much for this well organized course. Thanks for your smiling face, professionalism, 

technological support, photocopy accounts, coffee breaks, cookies, dinner, photos, music, stickers, 

gifts..... 

Organisation of the course was great. It was really professional. I would recommend my colleagues to 

attend the course. 

It was great to be there and share this experience with you and once again to realize how important it 

is to go beyond our boundaries. 

No, thanks. Just my selamlar to everyone from SLTEP 2011! 

In SLTEP, every detail was considered by the organizers and it was meticulously designed to motivate 

the participants for personal and professional development and better practices in their home 

institutions. It was a great product of teamwork and constructive mindset of its organizers. 

Thanks a lot for making this event one of the best seminars I have ever joined, most probably the best 

:) Your enthusiasm and zest for teaching is extremely inspiring. 

Having a chance to get to know all those nice people :) thanks for everything :) 

 


